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Abstract
Germain (2012) argued that international political economy (IPE) scholars should pay
especial attention to dynamics in global finance related to rising powers, the durability of
liberalization, and the interplay between public and private actors in governance. The
purpose of this presentation is to formally launch such a research program linking Ostrom
School concepts to the governance of international financial markets and systems.
Governance of finance is complex, problematical, and regulated by a mishmash of public
and private agencies operating at multiple levels (Ciepley, 2013; Helleiner, 2011). The
Ostrom School emphasizes the possibility for effective polycentric governance of complex
systems (Ostrom, 2010), but the conditions under which that could occur in global finance
have not yet been explored. Questions surrounding the capacity and even legitimacy of
financial regulatory and governance bodies lead us toward a pragmatic institutional
approach wherein “fair distribution of the benefits and costs of alternative financial
system[s]” (Mügge, 2011: 67) are used to engineer comprehensive governance
mechanisms. This research program is already underway: agenda-setting papers
introducing core concepts involving club goods and networks in finance (Cerny 2014;
Selmier 2013, 2014, Winecoff, 2013) have integrated the work of Workshop scholars
(Schlager & Ostrom, 1992; Polski, 2003; McGinnis, various), and a panel at this summer’s
WOW-5 broadened, deepened and expanded these concepts. A proposed special issue of an
IPE journal would continue these efforts.
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A NEW, BUT NOT SO NEW, RESEARCH PROGRAM
No manner of councils and committees in which each of the constituents retains its
particular value orientation and operating assumptions can develop an integrated
resource program. 1
This paper formally launches a research program linking international financial market

dynamics and governance policy to the Ostrom School. 2 Ostrom School foundations of this

research program have been laid over 60 years (V. Ostrom, 1953; E. & V. Ostrom, 1977; E.
Ostrom, 2010; McGinnis & Ostrom, 2014), past Workshoppers offered powerful, linking

works on finance and banking (Polski, 2003), and a team which we represent have each

recently published agenda-setting works linking core Ostrom School concepts to finance. 3
We believe that conceptualizing global finance as a networked ecology 4 allows us to
employ concepts and themes from the Ostrom School in a rewarding way.

Capital is an essential resource in any economy, modern or ancient. Yet governance of

finance is complex, problematical, and regulated by a mishmash of public and private

agencies operating at multiple levels (Ciepley, 2013; Helleiner, 2011). The Ostrom School
emphasizes the possibility for effective polycentric governance of complex systems

(McGinnis, 2010: 5-8; Ostrom, 2010), but the conditions under which that could occur in

global finance have not yet been explored. Governance of financial markets and financial

V. Ostrom (1953: 493).
In our view, the Ostrom School informs financial market governance. We employ McGinnis’ definition
(2010: 5) of governance as “the process by which the repertoire of rules, norms, and strategies that guide
behavior within a given realm of policy interactions are formed, applied, interpreted, and reformed," noting
his description of multiple governance sources to achieve more ideal forms of polycentricity (2010: 6-7).
3 Representative papers include: Bakır, 2013; Cerny, 2014; Oatley, Winecoff, Danzman & Pennock, 2013;
Schwartz, 2009; Selmier, 2013; 2014; Selmier, Penikas & Vasilyeva, 2014; Trzcinka & Ukhov, 2010; Winecoff,
2013; Young, 2013;2014. In addition, a panel at last summer’s WoW5 conference introduced this research
program, and a proposal for special issue of the Review of International Political Economy has been submitted.
4 We purposefully describe global finance as a “networked ecology” because we have not yet classified
components into a socio-ecological framework (McGinnis, 2010; 21-24; McGinnis and Ostrom, 2014). Our
hope is that Ostrom School and IPE scholars will work together to construct an SES framework of global
finance, but challenges include “… how broadly the SES framework can be usefully applied remains an open
question” (McGinnis and Ostrom, 2014: 29).
1
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products are complex in part because their property rights often resemble club goods

rather than private goods (Cerny 2014; Selmier 2014). Financial market actors, especially
financial intermediaries and very large investors, have been able to capture returns of

these products while exteriorizing, or socializing, a portion of the risk. This financial risk

may be shifted within a financial institution from risk-takers to risk-averse actors (Penikas,
2012) or shifted onto other market participants, and even spread onto society as a whole

(Cerny, 2014; Selmier, Penikas & Vasilyeva, 2014). This paper explores the property rights
of financial products drawing from works in common pools and environmental, financial

and international political economics. In so doing we pull from Ostrom School works

(Dietz, Ostrom & Stern. 2003; McGinnis, 2007; Schlager & Ostrom, 1992 to list but a few).
International political economists (IPE) have extensively studied the governance and

regulation of global financial markets, but have not yet integrated key insights from the

Ostrom School. Instead, most IPE scholars approach the subject from the perspective of
public choice – especially the focus on regulatory capture as formulated by Peltzman

(1976) and Stigler, (1971); 5 welfare economics; 6 or various Marxian traditions. 7 These

studies have made many advances, but in a recent survey of the literature Germain (2012)

argued that IPE scholars should pay especial attention to dynamics in global finance related
to rising powers, the durability of liberalization, and the interplay between public and
private actors in governance. Modern IPE scholars often probe how a pragmatic

institutional approach wherein “fair distribution of the benefits and costs of alternative
financial system[s]” (Mügge, 2011: 67) may be used to engineer comprehensive
E.g., Grossman and Helpman (2001); Oatley and Nabors (1998).
E.g., Kapstein (1989), Singer (2004, 2007).
7 Frank (1998); Wallerstein (1993).
5
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governance mechanisms. We believe that linking concepts and themes from the Ostrom

School to existing IPE scholarship offers opportunities to enrich both literatures and move
us toward the ideal that Mügge describes.

We first present an argument as to why financial risk may be viewed as a common pool,

which provides a natural bridge connecting key concepts from the Ostrom School to the

study of finance. We then examine why and how this common pool nature of financial risk
affects competition between actors, the methods and motivations of those actors toward
regulatory capture, and the structure and governance of networked system in finance.

Lastly, we further discuss and integrate Ostrom Workshop principles into extant themes of

IPE concerning international finance. Throughout the paper we adopt an ecological view of
finance and use the core theme of risk to develop our ideas.

VIEWING FINANCIAL RISK AS A COMMON POOL

The 19th century Scottish merchant bankers were willing to “face almost any risk for the
sake of the difference between 4 per cent at home and 4 ½ per cent across the Atlantic.” 8
Risk and uncertainty are integral to financial contracting and to business itself. The specific
uses of these terms risk and uncertainty began to acquire technical meanings centuries ago,

meanings which Frank Knight (1923: III.VIII.2) codified when he famously argued that:

The practical difference between the two categories, risk and uncertainty, is that in the
former the distribution of the outcome in a group of instances is known (either
through calculation a priori or from statistics of past experience), while in the case of
uncertainty this is not true, the reason being in general that it is impossible to form a
group of instances, because the situation dealt with is in a high degree unique.

8

W.T. Jackson, quoted in Chapman (1984: 98).
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Whether Knight's statement adequately differentiates between risk and uncertainty has
long been debated. “Risk requires both exposure and uncertainty,” as Holton (2004: 22)

notes. That is, an actor who takes on risk must be aware of her acceptance of risk but, by

definition, uncertain as to what the outcome of that acceptance may be. A certain outcome

entails no risk acceptance, as the outcome is assured. Only under conditions of uncertainty
is risk an important influence on behavior, but uncertainty is not calculable
probabilistically whereas risk may be.

Knight’s statement also introduces the idea that learning the expected probability of an

outcome through “past experience” or through “calculation” may pull an action out of an
actor’s pool of uncertainty and into a risk pool. So asymmetric information advantage,

gained either through experience or access or both, should lower uncertainty for the one

possessing the advantage. Modern finance is predicated on these ideas- that risk exposure

can be probabilistically calculated to improve expected return or to mitigate loss (Bhidé,

2009; van Horne, 1985; Nelson & Katzenstein, 2014). But this becomes complicated in the
tightly-networked ecology which finance has become. Financial risk can be inadvertently
imported from one’s partners, about whom obtaining perfect information is impossible.

Are financial actors always aware of the risk they have accepted by engaging in financial

markets? 9 As financial markets and capital-raising knit all economic actors together, are

economic actors- all people- aware that they may be affected through financial risk? The

9 An apt description of tail risk is “[Humans] have acted to dampen or remove risks that occur frequently.
Such interventions are based on a reduced image of the dynamics involved, in which the short time scales
predominate. In the process, a range of new (unknown) dynamics at different time scales may be
introduced, including (very) long ones that are hard to detect in the short run. The net effect is that more and
more frequent threats are brought under control, while new, infrequent dangers are created.” This from
Young, Berkhout, Gallopin, Janssen, Ostrom and van der Leeuw’s description of human responses to
environmental risks in socio-ecological systems (2006: 306).
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last half-century or so have taught us that “Banking crises are the train wrecks of finance”
(Barth, Caprio & Levine, 2005: 26), and the networked nature of financial risk transmits
financial crises through the entire economy.

To understand how financial risk is dispersed through an economy we must first

understand what financial risk is. Selmier, Penikas and Vasilyeva (2014) argue that risk
may be conceived of as a complementary good of uncertain type. It is complementary

because risk is consumed only in conjunction with another good. We may hear someone

say, “Josephine likes risk.” Josephine does not acquire risk directly, however, but obtains it
through acquiring some other good such as a technology stock, or by engaging in rockclimbing or another activity that the observer considers to be risk-bearing. The risk is

complementary in that it comes packaged with the primary good. Financial risk comes
packaged through an investment acquisition.

But what type of good is financial risk? Here there is uncertainty since financial risk arises
through the size of Josephine’s investment position as conditioned by her position within
the global financial network structure. If Josephine is an average individual investor, the

risk position that accompanies the acquisition of a technology stock is a private good. She
alone bears the risk. If Josephine is the senior partner in a hedge fund and takes a large

position in that technology stock, then the financial risk acquired affects all who work in
her hedge fund. The financial risk in this scenario conforms to a club good financial

structure, in that all who work at Josephine’s fund share in gains and losses through their

compensation and employment (Selmier, 2013; 2014a). Within the “walls” of that club

which is the hedge fund, the financial risk embedded within the technology stock position

is a club good. Moreover, if other firms observe Josephine’s behavior and emulate it then
7

the additional risk encumbered creates a new, expanded club as others are exposed to the
financial risk contained in the technology stock.

If Josephine is a massive investor, and her hedge fund’s investments are of such size that a

market-wide effect occurs or may occur if the value of her assets expands or contracts, then
embedded financial risk is better seen as a common pool. So the expansion of financial risk
transforms type over time as actors move into and out of markets. 10 Selmier, Penikas and

Vasilyeva (2014) analyze the Hunt Brothers’ attempt to corner the silver market between
1974- 80 in terms of the risk packaged with their extensive acquisitions of physical silver
and silver futures. Initially, the Brothers acquired an estimate $20 million in physical

silver, then switched to silver futures to increase their leverage. 11 Other market actors

initially succeeded in deflating the increasing silver price, but the Brothers continued to

acquire silver through the futures markets (Abolafia & Kilduff, 1988: 184-5). Rather than
“unwind” their futures position by selling futures contracts at a profit the Brothers

demanded physical delivery, 12 arranged for warehousing space to store the silver, and

continued to buy futures contracts by pledging assets in the family oil company.

Silver prices spiked in 1980 as physical delivery could not be made due to shortages- the

Brothers had literally cornered the global silver market. The embedded risk position had,
over 6 years, grown from a private good to a club good (industrial users of silver, such as

Selmier (2014a: 332) characterizes this shift in property rights as transmutation of a financial product.
Physical silver refers to silver in metal form, such as coin or bars, or the contracted volume of the physical
metal agreed to be delivered from a mine or refinery. Silver futures refers to a financial contract in which the
buyer has the right to demand delivery of the physical good at, or over, a specified period in the future at a
specified price. The buyer obtains only an option to pay for the silver, but does not yet own the “underlying”
silver on which the financial futures contract is written. The seller of the contract need not have position of
the physical silver underlying the contract.
12 The majority of futures contracts on all commodities are “unwound” rather than satisfied through physical
delivery. The original buyer of the contract simply sells her contract at a profit, if the price of the commodity
increased; the original seller of the contract may purchase an equivalent contract through a clearinghouse or
the specific contract originally sold.
10
11
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film companies, were affected) to a common pool as the risk affected all market

participants to, finally, a public good. Or rather, a public “bad” as the economic disruption
caused by spikes in other commodities was severe. The Brothers were finally stopped
when their banks called in loans used to acquire all that silver (Economist, 1980a;

1980b). 13 After a 9-year legal battle, the Brothers paid a large fine, lost a significant portion
of their family oil company and were barred for life from trading in the American
commodity markets (Eichenwald, 1989).

As this anecdote illustrates, the type of good financial risk embodies depends upon its

embeddedness in the financial sector and real economy. Historically, club structures which
pool risk have been very common. Financial actors have employed two mechanisms to

estimate risk and to spread it out through financial products that share risk among a larger
number of actors: the first is creation of larger structures that distribute risk across a
membership whose members are compensated through possible profit-sharing. The

property rights structure of these products and market structures can resemble club goods
as described by Cerny (2014) and Selmier (2014a). 14 The second mechanism consisted of

governance structures whose purpose was to manage risk and contagion within the
members of that structure. Table 1 provides a typology for financial products and

structures a sense of the complexity of financial products and institutional arrangements in
finance,

13 The banks were not only concerned about the economic implications of Brothers’ massive attempt to
corner the silver market, but also the regulatory sanctions and legal cases mounting up against the Brothers’
actions. One can also suppose that the network effects of the silver price spike on their other customers
played a part.
14 Both point out that the benefits derived from “membership” in the financial club may not be evenly
distributed. Cerny argues this leads to a kind of club good pathology (2014: 356-61); Selmier suggests this
tiering of benefits has been the nature of financial club goods since inception (2013; 2014a). Indeed, financial
club good structures have been around to share risk and return for centuries (Dowd, 1994; Goodhart, 1987).
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Insert Table 1 about here
An example of complex institutional arrangements can be seen in the clearinghouses

created by banks in the 19th century to process drafts drawn on banks. An ongoing debate

in financial history revolves around whether banks needed a central bank or could simply
self-govern clearing and even rescue operations through collective arrangements such as

clearinghouses. Dowd (1994: 294) argues that a clearinghouse is structured as a bank club,
but actually also provided a public good in the form of confidence in the banking system:

This greater public confidence is not a free good that can be conjured out of thin air,
but a rational response to the perceived safety represented by clearinghouse
membership, and it depends to a considerable extent on the ability of the
clearinghouse to protect the integrity of the banks by controlling the risks they take.

The challenges facing clearinghouses revolved around regulatory issues, capital adequacy
within the local system, and the requirement for strict enforcement. Participating banks

had to be within reasonable daily travelling distances in 19th century travel terms. While
clearinghouses could and did suspend weak banks in times of banking panic, there were

cases where such panics necessitated significant outside help (Moen & Tallman, 1999) or

even led to chaotic dissolution of the clearinghouse. Commercial bank clearinghouses did
not survive long into the 20th century, and their decline is a subject of additional debate.
Goodhart (1987) argues that the financial system outgrew clearinghouses, which were
simply not robust enough to deal with banking information asymmetries.

His argument (see also Gorton & Mullineaux, 1987) may be viewed from the perspective of

this paper as the growing risk due to growing financialization in industrializing economies.
Clearinghouses, fundamentally incapable of handling growing financial risk, gave way to

powerful, government-run central banking institutions such as the Federal Reserve Bank in
10

1913. The last “club-like” central banking was Bank of England, which was converted into a
government unit in 1944 (Tilly, 1989: 197; Selmier, 2013: 18).

In both of these mechanisms the connectedness of financial actors increased through their

shared risk. Then as now, the distribution of financial risk throughout a market led to a
structure of interdependence. The organizational structure of financial markets thus

impacts the appropriateness of particular governance mechanisms. Banking clubs had then
been used as governance mechanisms in simpler, localized financial markets. Of course,
partnerships themselves were risk-sharing, profit-concentrating club-like structures as
noted below.

As financialization brought banking to a more central, more politically-powerful position,
some banks grew to sizes much greater than others in the local clearing houses. These

larger banks sometimes left the clearing houses. The reasons for this are also under debate,
but it is only a small stretch to assume that larger banks’ extensive reputational capital and
their concern with weaker banks impelled their exit. These larger financial institutions’

concentrations of capital and political power increased their importance to governments.
So financial risk outran the earlier club structures as the financialization of industrial

economies proceeded (Selmier, 2013). Banks and bankers, not wanting to hold financial

risk within partnerships or clearinghouses, externalized or socialized as much as possible
through creative risk management and risk socialization techniques. And governments,

recognizing the “train wrecks” of banking crises and the increasing financialization,

realized that ad hoc club-like structures like clearinghouses were too local, too vulnerable,
and too weak in enforcement power to work in their industrializing economies. This
11

implies that in order to understand the role of finance in modern societies we must

consider two variables: the density and distribution of connections in the financial system.

These two variables condition the incentives that financial actors face and the impact of
their choices on the rest of the system. As we elaborate below, financial risk-sharing

structures can take on multiple forms – from highly centralized to highly decentralized –
and positions within this structure reflect one’s exposure to risk.
THE NETWORKED ECOLOGY OF FINANCE

In the pit, they work to perform a certain kind of alchemy—turning risk into profit. 15
Futures pit traders represent one of the last bastions of individual financial actors taking

significant amounts of risk which are publicly known to us. Of course there are day traders
trading on their own account, but these individuals are largely hidden from the public eye.
The stories we have heard of the great financiers such as Siegmund Warburg, J.P. Morgan

or Tong King-sing, who took on significant personal financial risk, seem a bit outdated and
somewhat romantic. Modern finance and banking consists of highly-networked ecologies.
In fact, banking and financial contracting have long been economic activities in which

financial risk and reward were shared across networks and through club structures that
sometimes expanded into common pools of financial risk.

This sharing occurs partially through the intermediary nature of banks and financial

institutions and their positions in financial networks. Banks intermediate across both

space and time. In space, a so-called “vanilla” bank accepts deposits from those who have

capital and makes loans to those who require capital; in time this archetypal bank converts
short-term deposits into long-term loans, engaging in “qualitative asset transformation”

15

Zaloom (2004: 365) describing financial futures’ traders in the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) pits.
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(Boot, Greenbaum & Thakor, 1993; Greenbaum & Thakor, 1995). This simple model allows
banks to profit through exploiting the interest rate spread that represents the bank's risk
inherent in maturity mismatch. Leverage enables the bank to further increase profit as
additional loan amounts may be made on the quantity of funds deposited. In their

intermediation role, banks and bankers have long relied not only on financial capital, but

also on reputational and informational capital. Understanding the historical development

of banking helps us to see the network ecology of modern global finance and to better

grasp risks inherent in the network structure.

While banking has been around for millennia, the present dominant strain of commercial

and investment banking is tied to the rise of Atlantic Trade in the early 19th century. 16 As
this trade developed, some merchants taking on financial obligations outside their own

trading house through credit extension. These merchants became merchant bankers as

they migrated toward a pure financing business while leaving the physical movement of

cotton, iron and wool to others (Dorfman, 1951; Hidy, 1941; Morrison & Wilhelm, 2008).

Reputation and trust were essential in a world where “Anglo-American merchant-bankers
achieved monetary gain by lending the prestige of their name without lending any money
whatsoever in most cases” Hidy (1941: 58). Boot, Greenbaum & Thakor (1993) viewed

these archetypal banking partnerships consisting of two forms of capital: (1) the partners’
financial capital in the firm and (2) human capital which was “liquefied through accessing

the partners’ networks of contacts” (Selmier, 2013). But human capital is more accurately
viewed as consisting of two parts: reputation gained from clients, fellow bankers, the

Other forms of banking include (but are not limited to) shariah-compliant finance, cooperative banking
structures, kerb, shadow and “back-alley” banking, and other modern forms of non-bank financial
institutions.
16
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general public and governments, and informational capital. Informational capital

consisted of partners’ tacit knowledge on clients and other bankers in the 19th century; as

the 20th progressed it came to mean extensive financial market information garnered

through transactions and through processing power (Boot, 2000; Morrison & Wilhelm,

2004; Selmier, 2013).

A merchant bank was a club good structure where boundaries were delineated by

immediate family, or more distant family ties with strong co-religionist or cultural links

(Chapman, 1984; Cassis, 1985; Morrison & Wilhelm, 2008). Financial risk began to move

outside these merchant banks almost with their establishment. For instance, the practice

through which merchants and merchant banks structured syndicates to create partial ship

ownership became standard business by the 1830s (Chapman, 1984; Hidy, 1941; Killick,
1974). This practice mirrored earlier Venetian and Ottoman trading and financing

arrangements (Frank, 1998: 68-72; Fratianni & Spinelli, 2006; Tilly, 1992). Syndication

was also required in the enormous bond issues required to finance both sides during the

Napoleonic Wars (Buchinsky and Polak, 1993; Kennedy, 1987: 76–84; Rasler & Thompson,
2000). Large war bond issuance stimulated a “two-way system of raising and

simultaneously spending vast sums of money [which] acted like a bellows, fanning the

development of western capitalism and of the nation-state itself" (Kennedy, 1987: 77).

As industrial development required more capital, latter 19th century banking operations
spread risks through long-lasting and one-off partnerships, setting the foundations for

more sophisticated, pan-industry syndication efforts. These efforts pooled the expertise of
investment bankers (the direct descendants of merchant banks) with capital-endowed
14

insurance companies. Financial engineering grew. 17 The foremost London “financial

engineer” of his time, H.O. O’Hagan, explained in 1888 the simplicity of his unique security
issuance syndication:

Why should insurance not be extended to the guaranteeing of the subscription of
issues of shares and debentures. . . ? I began by approaching some of the larger
trust and investment companies . . . persuad[ing] them to risk having to take
three or four times the amount they were contemplating if the capital were not
fully subscribed, I paying them a commission for so doing. 18

Financial innovations created new ways to distribute risk across a range of actors who

became increasingly interconnected with each other through creditor-debtor relationships.

As these networks developed and deepened, traditional partnerships proved inadequate.

Partnerships carried insufficient capital as needs for RR financing grew in the 2nd half of the
19th century. In response to capital requirements and increasing risks, some banking firms
grew very rapidly between the late 19th century and onset of the Great Depression.

National City Bank of New York (predecessor to Citibank) grew from a president and two
clerks in the 1890s to 500 employees by the beginning of World War I, then rapidly

expanded outside the United States so that by 1917 there were some 1600 domestic

employees and 600 employees stationed overseas (van Cleveland & Huertas, 1985: 32, 89-

91). As global interlinkages in the financial network grew and American banks responded,
this put pressure on banks in other parts of the world:

17 Financial engineering, for our purposes, is defined as creation of financial products and financial market
structures that share reward and risk through combining novel forms of mathematical finance and
organizational structure. While modern observers have come to admire or decry the tools of mathematical
finance used in financial engineering, the critical nature of property right delineation in new financial
products and structures is not yet fully appreciated by many observers.
18 Quoted in Chapman, 1984: 88.
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The foundation of Barclays Bank in 1896 [occurred] at the very moment when the
private deposit bank was receiving its last blow... formed by the simultaneous
amalgamation of twenty private banks, the partners in which were all linked by
strong family ties. 19
The international ambitions of American banks in the early 20th century, and their
increased local and global interconnectedness, played a major role in the U.S.

government’s decision to centralize monetary governance. This culminated in the

founding of the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank in 1913 (Broz, 1997; Eichengreen, 1996: 406; Moen & Tallman, 1999). The shift from local to networked finance reordered the

importance of the three forms of capital in banking firms (Morrison & Wilhelm, 2008;
Selmier, 2013). Vast amounts of money were invested in information systems as the

importance of reputational capital declined, particularly after the Great Depression. At
the same time, the experience of the Depression motivated policymakers to limit the

local activities of finance through domestic regulations, while constraining global capital
movement through the Bretton Woods system.

With the collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement in 1973, the activities of banks

operating within a network structure became increasingly important (Alessandri &

Haldane, 2009; Rothschild, 1976). Because risk had been distributed throughout the

network, systemic instability could be generated by the actions of one or several units.
Indirect connections to these units could jeopardize firms that had no direct risk

exposure at all, and the overall density of the system was large enough that no small club
could govern it. As risk became dispersed throughout the global financial system
19

Cassis (1985: 218)

16

macroprudential supervision became increasingly important to central banks and
legislatures (Kapstein 1989, Oatley & Nabors 1998, Singer 2007).

At the same time, understanding the corporate finance of firms and banks in this

interlinked network grew in importance. Banks’ financial structures were analyzed to
determine possible risks. As a bank may be seen as a specialized type of corporation,
banks’ capital strategies might be assumed to follow what became the paradigmatic

model of corporate finance- the Modigliani and Miller model. This model argued that the

value of a firm is unaffected by whether the firm is financed through equity or through

debt (Modigliani & Miller, 1958). 20 So capital structure was to a large extent irrelevant,

and firms could be generically analyzed through representative agent models in

financial economics, given certain assumptions -- efficient markets, zero transaction
costs or taxes, symmetrical information.

Whether asset accumulation is funded by increasing equity or liabilities is thus trivial.

However, under common conditions of taxation such as the deduction of interest

payments, equity financing becomes relatively more expensive and debt financing

becomes more attractive (Modigliani & Miller 1963). Therefore, in real-world political
economies firms have an incentive to leverage their equity capital, thus multiplying

gains (or losses) from their asset portfolios. In the typical account, this incentive is only
diminished by the willingness of lenders/investors to continue extending debt finance

(so-called “market discipline”), or by regulatory requirements that force firms to finance
their operations with a minimum level of equity capital to mitigate against the risk of

20

In terms of basic accounting a firm's assets less its liabilities equals its equity.
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insolvency. 21 In this framework, even with symmetrical information and no transaction
costs, absent taxation firms are risk-neutral but in the face of taxation firms are risk-

acceptant.

In other words, given simple assumptions, there is an expectation that firms will “race to
the bottom” by progressively increasing leverage in order to finance risk-taking

activities. Funding via equity capital is costly: it represents foregone earning potential.
Applying this logic to banks, the more competitive a banking market is the greater the
temptation for banks to lend more and/or lend more riskily. In this way, banking

markets resemble a prisoner's dilemma. If banks could make credible commitments to

not undercut their competitors, they could all lend a reasonable amount at a reasonable
interest rate, guaranteeing a reasonable profit at low risk in perpetuity. But banks

cannot make such a commitment, since each bank benefits from capturing more market
share. The result is that competitive pressures drive risk accumulation that may

eventually culminate in a crash. A third-party intervener, usually assumed to be a

government, is needed to change the structure of the strategic interaction by making a

commitment to prudent behavior credible. This is done through regulation, by setting a
floor under which risk-taking activities cannot fall.

Such a story expects banks in aggregate to behave as in figure 1, which represents the
portion of banks' asset accumulation which is funded by equity (i.e. “tier 1”) capital:

competition should force homogeneity -- variance in bank capital-to-assets ratios should
21 Firms with high leverage may be pushed into insolvency by even relatively small downturns in asset
performance, since a small equity base must cover a large set of liabilities. The case for regulation on welfare
grounds is that financial instability has negative societal effects, so government should limit the extent to
which firms may accept risk while managing others' money.

18

be low -- and the central tendency should be to match the regulatory minima, plus a

small buffer to protect against idiosyncratic risk. To behave in any other way would be

uncompetitive, and uncompetitive banks will not last long in a dynamic market such as
finance (Eccles & Crane, 1988: ch. 6; Hayes, 1979; Morrison & Wilhelm, 2004; Palmer,

2012). To keep their domestic banking sectors competitive in increasingly integrated
global financial markets, governments will tend not to regulate more strictly than the

international regulatory standards (such as the international Basel capital accords). So,

from the standard models we should expect convergence in bank behaviors, with a high
degree of clustering around minimum regulatory requirements.
Figure 1 about here

We do not exaggerate the implications of the standard models with the simulation

portrayed in figure 1. Even the complication allowing a small capital buffer is recent to
the financial economics literature: “Virtually all models of bank decision making...

tended to assume that capital requirements are binding constraints on bank behavior”

(Ngo 2006: 99). Absent those constraints banks would increase leverage, which implies
increased risk. The capital buffer, represented by the distance between the regulatory

standard (red vertical line) and the majority of the density in figure 1, was modeled as

nothing more than insurance against an accidental erosion of capital which would lead
to closure of the bank by regulators.

The political economy literature puts it even more bluntly, as noted in a post-crisis

survey: “[C]ompetition has caused a race to the bottom in trade barriers, capital account
regulations, tax rates, and government intervention in the economy in general”
19

(Meseguer and Gilardi 2009). This echoes the public interest rationale behind the

origination of global capital regulations: “In an interdependent financial community in
which every state wants to enhance or maintain the competitiveness of its banking

sector, deregulation by one state must be countered by that of others. This competitive

spiral forces regulation toward its lowest common denominator” (Kapstein 1989: 324).

Even bank regulators were complaining of bank behavior from a race-to-the-bottom
point of view. Writing shortly after the recent banking crisis onset, then Executive
Director of Financial Stability of Bank of England Andy Haldane and one of his

economists, Piergiorgio Alessandri, complained of extensive regulatory evasion by
banks creating significant systemic risk thorough extensive leveraging:

… There is one key difference between the situation today and that in the Middle
Ages. Then, the biggest risk to the banks was from the sovereign. Today, perhaps the
biggest risk to the sovereign comes from the banks. Causality has reversed. 22

There's just one problem: banks do not behave in this way. 23 As figure 2 demonstrates, the

real-world central tendency of bank behavior is to be well above the regulatory minimum -the median is more than triple the international standard -- and the variance is quite large.
Moreover, there does not appear to be a race to the bottom or a climb to the top. Instead,

banks differentiate themselves. This has major implications for the ways in which political
economists understand the relationship between banks and governments. Governments

responded to the subprime crisis by tightening regulatory structures at the domestic and

Alessandri & Haldane (2009). Haldane is presently Bank of England’s Chief Economist and the Executive
Director of Monetary Analysis and Statistics.
23 Neither do governments, according to Walter (2012).
22
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international levels. 24 The ostensible purpose of these regulatory reforms is to counteract
race to the bottom dynamics in financial markets: absent regulation, banks utilize

progressively riskier lending strategies in order to capture greater market share. 25 Absent
regulation, eventually, this “mania” will culminate in instability and crisis. 26 Embedded in

this account are two substantive claims: one regarding the behavior of private actors
operating within a competitive market system, and the other, regarding the effect of

regulatory policy in conditioning those behaviors. We have seen above that the former
claim is highly questionable; this suggests that the latter may be as well.
Figure 2 about here

If we are to construct a realistic theory of bank behavior which considers the broad

political, economic, and financial environments with which they operate, we might be
begin by calling into question the usefulness of representative agent models such as
those proposed by Modigliani and Miller (1958; 1963). Indeed, researchers in the

burgeoning social science of finance program have done so, noting that the Modigliani &
24 At the domestic level many countries have made drastic revisions to their regulatory codes. In the United
States, for example, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act is “arguably the most
significant financial legislation in modern history” according to Kathleen Casey, then a Commissioner of the
Securities and Exchange Commission (http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/2011/spch012311klc.htm, last
accessed August 16, 2012). At the international level, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, housed at
the Bank for International Settlements, agreed on a new global standard -- its third in three decades -regulating banking activities.
25 Although some revisionist accounts, such as Friedman and Kraus (2011), argue that the activity of banks in
the lead-up to the crisis does not comport with a view of risk maximization, noting that banks
overwhelmingly invested in highly-rated securities which were insured by credit default swaps. These assets
were privileged by regulatory structures such as the Basel accords. In this view, the crisis resulted from risk
concentration rather than risk taking, and this concentration is at least partly as response to the alteration of
incentives caused by earlier regulatory reforms.
26 This view was of course present at least as early as Marx (1867) and has been reiterated by many since,
including Polanyi (1944) and Minsky (1986). But this view is also dominant in orthodox political economy,
notably Kindleberger and Aliber (2005) and Reinhart and Rogoff (2009). The government's role in
intervening during panics was first articulated by Bagehot (1873). A modern examination of the politics of
bank bailouts is provided by Rosas (2009). For a historical description of central bank activities during crises,
and a journalistic comparison of central banks' responses to the crisis which began in 2007, see Irwin (2013).
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Miller model was not “performative”, in that it did not influence behavior after being
proposed, nearly as much as later models such as the capital asset pricing mode

(Mackenzie 2006). 27 We need not go far afield to find an alternative: contemporaneous

to Modigliani & Miller, Culberton proposed a model in which investors have a “preferred
habitat” in the market, which was extended in the following years (Culbertson 1957;

Modigliani & Sutch 1967; Modigliani & Shiller 1973). This model suggests that

heterogeneous agents have heterogeneous preferences over investments, and demand a

risk premium to invest outside of their preferred market niche. Banks, in other words,
wish to occupy different positions within the market ecology, make different sorts of
investments, take on different types (and amounts) of risk. These preferences are

reflected in heterogeneous discount rates. The aggregate result of banks operating
within their own habitats need not deviate from market efficiency under certain

conditions, in particular if bond prices across time follow a random walk (Mishkin
1980).

Both the original preferred habitat model and recent formal applications of it have
focused on the ways in which the term structure of bond maturities presents

opportunities for arbitrage, but there is no a priori reason why the framework is not
generalizable. 28 In fact, such complications are desperately needed. In his 2011

Presidential Address to the American Finance Association, John Cochrane (2011)

specifically referenced preferred habitat theory as a way to complicate representative
agent approaches in productive ways, concluding with the following:
27
28

Note that performativity theories would also suggest convergence in behavior rather than diversity.
Also see Guibaud et al (2013).
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Discount rates vary a lot more than we thought. Most of the puzzles and anomalies
that we face amount to discount-rate variation we do not understand. Our
theoretical controversies are about how discount rates are formed. We need to
recognize and incorporate discount-rate variation in applied procedures.
But how could we characterize the “habitat” that conditions the preferences of financial
actors regarding their location with market structures? What theoretical or empirical

tools can we employ to gain understanding of such a complex system? We believe that

one opportunity comes from the burgeoning field of network science. We believe this for
two reasons. First, network analysis is well-suited for studying set of relations, such as

those that emerge from creditor-debtor linkages in finance; second, network analysis

has developed qualitative and quantitative methods for studying complex structures as
structures, for locating communities and subcommunities within those structures, and
for locating individual actors within those structures and substructures. 29 In other

words, network analysis is useful for understanding why financial actors may have
preferences over their locations within a broader market habitat.

Banks can gain market influence according to their position within the market network.

Banks at the core of the network may represent a club that is capable of socializing the
risks they take while privatizing the returns. In traditional jargon such banks are “too

big to fail,” but a network analysis would emphasize the interconnectedness of core

banks rather than their size. Indeed, the size of banks is likely a consequence of their
prominence, as financial networks develop over time (Winecoff 2013).

29 Describing socio-economic systems, note in terms very familiar to financial market actors, Young et al
(2006: 309) note “The increase in connectedness is one side of the growing integration and functional
complexity of SESs [financial markets] ... In a “wired world”, disturbances rapidly spread across markets and
societies, ramifying the effects of change … sources of changes in SESs may arise far away from their
impacts…” [Financial markets] inserted by present authors.
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Some influential banks may not dominate financial networks from the center, but
instead act as brokers that provide bridges to financial communities that would

otherwise be disconnected from each other. These banks can distribute information,

expertise, and financial capital from one part of the network to others. In some settings
these bridges can exert significant influence by exploiting other nodes’ weak

connections; under some conditions bridges can exert even more influence than the
banks at the core of the system (Granovetter 1973). 30 Locating these actors is thus
crucially important for understanding where within the structure influence exists.

Network scientists have extensively studied the conditions under which networks are
stable or unstable, and how “contagion” can spread from one unit to others based on
their ties to each other. This work has clear relevance for the study of financial

governance. Policymakers have taken notice as well, as the rhetorical shift from a focus
on “too big to fail” (TBTF) financial institutions to “systemically important financial
institutions” (SIFI) attests.

These classifications form their own banking clubs. TBTF was a coveted club to join, and
aspiring banks paid significant acquisition premiums (Brewer & Jagtiani, 2007) and saw
their cost of funds drop once membership had been achieved (Hughes & Mester, 1993).

Responses from global financial governance bodies shows their emerging understanding
of network risk from SIFI “club members” through systemic impact rather than merely
their respective size:

Selmier, Penikas & Vasilyeva (2014: 120) argue that access to financial risk may be “restricted through law,
custom, or size of the market actor” using logic and discussions in Schlager & Ostrom (1992). Selmier et al
note that access to financial risk may be tiered in forms analogous to Schlager & Ostrom’s (1992) discussion
of property rights structure in common pool resources.

30
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The work of the Basel Committee forms part of a forms part of a broader effort by
the FSB to reduce the moral hazard of GSIFIs… [including the effort] to reduce the
impact of a G-SIB’s failure… and will also help level the playing field by reducing
too-big-to-fail (TBTF) competitive advantages in funding markets. 31

Even in a highly networked global ecology we see in banking today, banks and bankers
still attempt to mitigate risk and increase return through club formations. To assume

banks would tend to aggregate in a tightly-clustered capital structure of debt and equity

is to misunderstand their fundamental needs to differentiate themselves for competitive
purposes while clustering into clubs to mitigate risk and increase profit. In a sense, the

preferred habitat approach shows banks have chosen their respective financial

strategies to differentiate themselves from banks that eschew their preferred capital

structure. In other words, in the present global banking ecology, banks and financial
institutions still seek out informal club memberships, one of which is determined by

capital structure. Their preferred habitat, in capital structure terms, is with banks of a
similar feather (especially if it enhances their position and reputation).

31

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2011: 2)
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INTEGRATING THE OSTROM SCHOOL
AND A NETWORKED ECOLOGY VIEW OF FINANCE
… to what extent can study of ecosystems inform the design of financial networks in, for
instance, their robustness against perturbation? Ecosystems are robust by virtue of their
continued existence. They have survived eons of change... 32
An ecological approach to financial networks is not only apt; it is fundamental to financial
markets and banking. Our fundamental principles of economics are based on organic
principles of birth, growth, maturity, decay, death, seasonality, ripeness, and stasis or

equilibrium. Environmental concepts, including biological processes, cycles and beings, are
engineered into the present design of financial markets (Ciepley, 2013; van Horne 1985;

Myers 2000). Not only is capital described through water analogies such as the liquidity of

a stock, the viscosity of capital flows, the draining of liquidity but flow measures are used to
monitor and govern financial markets. Environmental governance has been evoked for
financial markets as when Joseph Stiglitz invoked the polluter pays principle when

testifying that “Wall Street has polluted our economy with toxic mortgages. It should pay
for the cleanup” (Stiglitz; 2008).

Following this ecological approach, we suggest there are at least five areas in which the

Ostrom School can inform finance: 1, analysis of the fundamental nature of financial goods
(including discussion and analysis of the bio-physical nature of those goods) in order to; 2,

analyze property rights aspects of financial products. 3, explicit analysis of financial

environments could be conducted by employing socio-ecological system analysis, then
applying ecological/habitat governance in; 4, polycentric applications. 5, Institutional
Analysis and Development (IAD) framework design may be profitably applied.
32

May, Levin & Sugihara (2008: 893).
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McGinnis notes (2007) that “A major concern of policy analysis… is to match the

organizational forms by which goods or services are produced and distributed to the

physical and legal characteristics of the relevant goods and services.” His idea is that the

property rights nature of good and services conditions transaction modalities and requires
understanding of the good or service in order to choose the optimal modality. Eminent
financial economist Paul Woolley (2010, p. 127) echoes this point by writing, “Policy
makers can only regulate the banking and finance sectors effectively if they have a
reasonable idea of how markets work.”

But sometimes the transaction modality called for is not a market, or at least a simple
market. Intangible goods were never easy to type, and typing them has grown more

complex through constructing and accounting for complex intellectual property rights

(Schwartz, 2010 and Maxfield, 2013, respectively). Also, creative financial engineering may
“transmutate” a financial product into a new package of property rights. 33

Financial products have typically been seen as private goods and so are traded on markets
and governed on this basis. But this has not always been so, as Polski notes (2003: 42):

The earliest American banks were chartered because they were considered as ‘some
sort of public utility,’ or in the more mystical terminology of the 18th and 19th
centuries, ‘public blessing’.

This concept of stewardship in banking was fairly common before the Great Depression

brought about a significant change in sentiment, and pre-Depression bankers in many

The immutable bio-physical nature of a good is not incompatible with this theory of financial products.
Selmier (2014a: 330-337) notes that financial products are made up of one or more financial goods which
may be altered or added to, thereby altering the property rights of the product.

33
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countries were often viewed as the epitome of prudence and financial responsibility. 34 The
importance of reputational capital meant that if a banker failed he (inevitably) was ruined

(Cassis, 1985; Hidy, 1941; Killick, 1976). Ostrom School scholars are well-placed to engage
in further analysis linking financial goods’ bio-physical nature and the property rights

aspects of financial products as well as revive the discussion of stewardship in financial
markets.

Ostrom School analyses of environments would be very powerful in conceptualizing and
mapping financial network as ecologies. We have noted above the heterogeneity of
financial actors in an ever-changing ecology. Financial market dynamics and actor

heterogeneity impel us toward natural environmental analogies which could teach us

about virtual environments of finance (Selmier, 2014b). Stiglitz’ point about pollution is
only a step along the path toward fuller environmental analyses of financial markets.
Consider the parallels between a financial market crisis such as one we are still
experiencing and Young et al’s (2006: 306) description of an SES disturbance:

Thus, the temporal scale of a perturbation- as well as the scale of the system’s own
dynamics- is an important measure of the system’s adaptive capacity, robustness,
resilience, and vulnerability.

One is not surprised that they write immediately following:

In this respect, SESs do not differ from purely biophysical or purely social systems.

A polycentric governance approach which employs actors’ information sets to achieve

better outcomes makes sense in the complex, interlinked networks of finance (Winecoff,

34 A Saturday Evening Post editorial of December, 1928, opined, “Our bankers are the stewards of our whole
intricate credit system…[T]heir sense of obligation and their feelings of responsibility for the maintenance of
that system in a high state of adequacy and efficiency are as lofty as the motives of other professional men.”
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2014a, 2014b; Young, 2013). The dichotomous markets-versus-government paradigm so

often heard serves to increase the complexity of financial market governance.

Representative of forward-looking financial economists, Houben (2013) has called for a

system which would combine well-structure macro-level oversight with incentives which
create better “microprudential” governance by financial actors themselves.
However

There is an important distinction between the relatively natural dynamics found in
ecological systems and the constructed dynamic process of complex technical
systems… 35
McGinnis and Ostrom, 2014: 30

Young et al (2006) remind us that humans are reflexive and so learn to interact. A fifth
valuable Ostrom School application would be to apply Institutional Analysis and
Development (IAD) frameworks to analyze the nature of financial networks and

transactions. While these applications are in the future, we would do well to remember the
McGinnis’ (2010: 5) definitional advice concerning the term “Opportunism with guile”:

signifies a warning that some individuals may seek to extract maximum advantage
from any institutional setting and so those institutions should be designed to be able to
cope with the manipulative efforts of especially selfish individuals, without
undermining the dynamism that the legitimate self-interest imparts to processes of
institutional change. ”

This is possibly the best advice we have read as to how to cope with opportunism, good and
bad, in financial markets.

35

McGinnis and Ostrom were referring to telecommunication systems and power grids.
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Table 1: Goods typology for financial products and structures
Consumption or
Usage
Excludability

Non-Excludability

Rival

Non-Rival

Private Goods:
Option contracts
Individual proprietorship of firms

Club Goods:
PE, VC, mutual funds
Asset-backed securities
Banking partnerships
Clearing Houses [NY, Suffolk, etc]
Fed Window-accessing banks
SIFIs, TBTF, etc

Common pools:
Financial risk at market level

[Pure] Public Goods:
Currency
Central Bank oversight (?)

Source: Authors’ dreams.
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